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Interim Positions

The buoyancy of the temp, contractor 

and interim market, widely reported over 

the last few years, has not abated. Recent 

figures (published in August) from the 

REC confirmed that 98% of UK employers 

intend to maintain or increase the number 

of temporary workers hired during the 

remainder of this year. 

An increase in temporary assignments 

is usually indicative of a lingering 

uncertainty during a market recovery, but 

with the rate of UK growth accelerating 

during the summer, business confidence 

appears high as we move towards the end 

of the year. So why is there an un-stalling 

demand for temporary resource in the 

UK?  Richard Morgan, Nigel Wright 

Associate Director for Finance, explained 

that two connected factors are at play. 

‘There is an impending need for UK 

businesses to capitalise on positive market 

conditions and increase their capability by 

hiring more people, however, a sustained 

lack of workers with the necessary skills to 

enable firms to achieve long term growth 

means they have to turn to interim staff to 

achieve short term wins.’ 

Nigel Wright’s North East Division 

successfully place temps, contractors 

and interim managers specialising in a 

variety of different disciplines and sectors. 

Interim appointments usually include 

CEOs, General Managers and Directors 

of SMEs; temporary placements largely 

consist of HR, Sales and Marketing 

professionals whereas Nigel Wright 

contractors tend to work in IT, Finance and 

Operations roles, across all levels. Morgan 

confirmed that the business’ interim 

recruitment practice has experienced a 

23% increase in profit over the last twelve 

months in line with the market and he 

was adamant that interim employees can 

prove to be a hugely beneficial resource 

for businesses during periods of growth. 

In his words, ‘Following the recession 

of the 1980s there was a movement 

According to the Recruitment and Employment 

Federation (REC), between 2008 and 2014 the number 

of temporary workers (notably temps, contactors and 

interim managers) in the UK increased by 20%. In 

comparison, permanent positions went up by only 

0.3% during this time. 

Interim 
positions on 
the rise 
 
as businesses compete to 
fill short term skills gaps

Richard Morgan, 

Associate Director UK

Richard Morgan is an Associate Director at 

Nigel Wright. He focuses on executive and 

senior level appointments, as well as leading 

the Accountancy and Finance division in the 

North East. Richard has been instrumental 

in growing Nigel Wright’s Finance and 

Accountancy practice since taking over the 

division 2013. During this time the team 

has expanded out of Newcastle to now also 

operate from Nigel Wright’s new Teesside 

office. A trained accountant, Richard’s also 

manages Nigel Wright’s annual sponsorship 

of the North East Accountancy Awards. 
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imagine

to make UK companies more lean and more 

focused on productivity. It was envisioned that 

future organisations would be a mixture of 

permanent, temporary and outsourced resources 

and this is essentially the organisation of today. 

Most businesses need a stable core team and 

then they can seek out the right talent for short 

term requirements, where capability within the 

organisation is lacking.’

Sue Ormerod, Associate Director for IT and HR at 

Nigel Wright highlighted how interim employees 

can make an immediate impact with little or no 

intervention. ‘Companies can generally expect 

higher standards in terms of experience as well as 

the right qualifications and motivation, being that 

a temp or contractor will ‘work for every hour’. 

Operating at a senior level, interim managers are 

also known to be adept at assimilating into new 

environments and driving change, turning projects 

around and communicating with key stakeholders 

without fear of raising sensitive issues. Professional 

IT contractors also generally have an immediate 

impact as they are often specifically recruited to 

add skills and experience that may be lacking in the 

current technology team.’ On the whole, there is 

less risk involved in hiring a temporary worker, with 

many businesses using it as an opportunity to assess 

the suitability of a candidate before deciding to make 

a permanent hire.

Most businesses 

need a stable 

core team and 

then they can 

seek out the 

right talent 

for short term 

requirements, 

where 

capability 

within the 

organisation is 

lacking.

are immediately available, with a wide 

range of skills and experience; and

sector clients;

and can demonstrate intimate market 

knowledge and understanding of 

business needs;

contact with their candidates and are 

aware of trends in contracts types and 

day rates, so they can provide up to 

date information;

expectations and identifying any risk 

involved;

within a business where a temp, 

contractor or interim could add value;

engagement, including addressing 

areas such as contract notice periods;

ability to pay interim workers.  

An interim recruitment database is essentially 

a ‘live’ database. Everyone is a moving 

target and candidate CVs and rates are 

constantly changing and therefore need to 

be monitored closely. It is essential for temp, 

contract and interim recruitment consultants 

to know their candidates ‘even better’ than 

a permanent recruiter as they must be sure 

that they have the necessary skills, industry 

knowledge and attitudes to be able to be an 

effective short term solution for a specific 

client need.

Hiring temps, contractors & interim managers:  

what to look for in a supplier.

With competition becoming increasingly tight in the interim sta!ng market, it’s 

important for organisations to select a recruitment provider that can help them to react 

to the temporary skills gap quickly. In order to do this, recruiters must demonstrate the 

following qualities: >>


